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OUR COMPANY
plano. is your specialist for the planning 
and optimization of personnel logistic 
processes.
plano. Ilmenau is your reliable, competent 
and efficient consulting service provider 
with implementation expertise in every 
department of efficient human resource 
logistics. Our key aspects include consul-
tation, development of complex software 
products for your company‘s needs, im-
plementation, parameterisation, training 
courses, software support and software 
maintenance.

Personnel deployment planning can be 
optimized by our new strategies for plan-
ning algorithms both in long term and 
intraday periods. Each planning process 
will be analyzed individually and leads to 
an improved planning result by using of 
modern algorithms. Within the reporting 
system key figures can be retrieved ad hoc 
and evaluations for planning quality can 
be created. 

With our software solutions for personnel 
deployment planning and administration 
and our consulting services for working 
time management our customers reduce 
a substantial proportion of their person-
nel costs and increase the productivity 
and motivation of their employees at the 
same time. The planning and administrati-
on efforts are considerably reduced.

Our software solutions are especially 
applicable to industries with predictab-
le manpower requirements, such as call 
centers, trading centers, transport, logi-
stics, banks, insurances, tourism, health-
care and service companies of numerous 
other sectors of industry.

plano.

•    is consulting service provider, 
      localized in Ilmenau

• develops standard software solutions

• realizes customized projects 

• is innovativ by the own area of 
      research 

• offers customer friendly support and 
service:

      - proven service infrastructure with 
        well-established processes
      - support via remote maintenance or 
        by telephone
     - comprehensive range of training 
        courses
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Can you accurately predict your day to day
staffing demand?

Our plano Forecast tool offers a well-engineered and powerful 
evaluation software for interpreting historical data from 
the broadest range of economic sectors. We use various 
data sources in the software:
•  Customer frequency evaluations
•  Customer structure evaluations
•  Advertising impact evaluations
•  Waiting period evaluations (for registers)
•  Production control
•  Service-level agreement
•  Telephone systems
The plano Forecast consults the various factors that impact 
on your commercial activities in order to offer an exact 
assessment of your demand.

After the evaluation and adjustment of the data, various 
forecasting functions are used. You are also able to enter 
your own staff demand function. In this way, you receive 
significant figures about your personnel demand.
The advantage: the forecast data is retrospectively compared 
with the real business figures in order to draw conclusions 
about the actual applicability of the forecast settings for 
the new planning period.

The plano Forecast allows you to improve investment in 
human resources and the quality of deliverables on the 
one hand, and on the other it helps you to avoid operating 
over capacity and placing too much pressure on your 
employees.

Multifaceted assessment
Uses various data sources to 
assess your demand

Accuracy
Gather reliable evidence on 
demand based on historical 
data

Significant results
See evaluations of past fore-
casting quality

Make plans
Precisely determine personnel 
demand

Integrable 
Forecast options are used by the 
plano Optimizer

plano Forecast Precise assessment of 
your demand.

Client

„We can recommend the expertise and excellent 
implementation of our specifications.“

Michael Römer, WAZ Dialog GmbH

plano Forecast can be 
effectively combined with:
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You can introduce any number of factors that impact on 
your demand in order to alter or adapt the forecast, and 
the results are at first assessed and evaluated. The plausibility 
check assesses identifiable outliers and eliminates them if 
they distort or falsify the overall picture.
The calculation for the actual staff demand is made according 
to the staff demand function set by you. Various forecast 
options can be created and directly used in human re-
source planning and the plano Optimizer. Convenient: the 
forecast options used to optimise the projection comple-
ment or replace information about staff demand from 
SP-EXPERT.

High user-friendliness 
Operate the software with 
ease, using drag and drop, slide 
controls and hotkeys

Cutting-edge
Benefit from a modern Windows 
interface with WPF technology

Data based application
Supports SQL Servers and Oracle

Simple distribution
No installation necessary

The aim of every forecast is to determine exact staff demand. 
The plano Forecast was developed to analyse historical data 
and to create accurate personnel demand forecasts for even 
the most varied of occupational skills. For this reason, the 
planning tool replaces frequently self-developed Excel solu-
tions and thereby offers a high degree of accuracy. In addition, 
it brings the necessary information together in one flexible 
and clear user interface. The plano Forecast offers simple 
input functions and interactive graphics to help you with 
planning and management.

When required, the computing processes can be launched 
from the user interface directly. The basis for the forecast 
calculations is formed by measured data, made available 
from a range of arbitrary data sources. Regardless of 
whether these sources are third party systems, text files, 
Excel tables or manual entries - all formats are of use and 
can be processed. Examples of measured data include: 
buying patterns, customer frequency, turnover figures, 
weather forecasts, holidays, marketing events and so on.

plano Forecast Precise assessment of 
your demand.

plano Forecast can be 
effectively combined with:
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Have you already found the right applicant?

Would you like to make sure that you could always find 
the right staff - even at times when there is a shortage of 
skilled labour?
You can use the plano Modules to manage invitations to 
tender and job advertisements. With the inclusion of a 
careers portal on your company website, you can collect 
in-coming applications automatically and reliably. After 
com-paring the applicants‘ individual qualifications, you 
are given suggestions on how to allocate the position     
advertised. The plano Modules also offer support for 
corresponding with applicants and the planning of              
appointments and interviews. You are doubtless also 
familiar with the challenge of continually having to keep your 
employees‘ qualifications up-to-date in order to meet job 
requirements.

The plano Modules offer the convenient solution of leaving 
this information in the master data, even if that master 
data is managed in a separate system (such as SAP). 
This means that the credentials of your employees are 
centrally managed and that you receive early warning of when 
validities expire or renewal dates are due - allowing you 
to organise training courses in good time. You will be 
supported by the course planning system from the moment 
you first send out the invitations for the courses to their 
completion, so that your team meets the necessary 
requirements at all times.

Efficient organisation 
of training 
Plan basic and advanced training 
with speed and ease

Manage your applicants
Standardise your application pro-
cess and manage your applicants

Ensure quality
Access an overview of qualification 
validities at any time

Ascertain requirements
Predict your employees‘ training 
requirements.

plano Modules Highest quality and straightforward 
recruitment management.

Client

„We can recommend the expertise and excellent                
implementation of our specifications.“

Michael Römer, WAZ Dialog GmbH

The plano Modules can be 
effectively combined with: 
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The user also has access to the Validation Pool, offering 
a summary of data stream executions, in addition to the 
mas-ter data management system where those streams 
can be configured. The status, operations performed (such 
as changing employee master data when it is imported) 
and any errors can be evaluated and adjusted using the 
Validation Pool.

Personnel files
Centrally manage human resources 
master data

Dynamic data
Access a clear training courses 
overview

Validation Pool
Make reliable comparisons with 
data transfers

Human resource 
management
See a summary of personnel 
development

Overview
View a display of time management 
data from SP-Expert

plano Base
The plano Base provides the foundation for all additional 
modules, organising the electronic human resources files 
for all of your employees. The data of applicants and training 
providers are also placed in this module. The Base module 
serves as a master data modeller, a system of data exchange 
with other management systems in the company sphere, 
and a management system for administering users, roles 
and their access privileges. As the user, you are free to 
choose master data attributes.

Your company also needs to be able to exchange and 
com-pare data between different applications, and the 
Base module caters for this.
In the Base module, the so called data streams ‚Imports‘ 
and ‚Exports‘ are configured for data exchanges with other 
(third party) systems. These data streams can be planned 
in advance and automatically executed.

plano modules can be 
effectively combined with:
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Centrally organising application procedures optimises 
screening, interviewing, and finally the selection process 
itself.
The plano Applicant Organisation System packages up 
all of the necessary information and decisions and maps 
it out in a single procedure. Creating reports is an easy 
way to calculate precise statistics concerning application 
data and current candidate status. The applicant adoption 
function allows you to transfer the new employee directly 
into the human resource management system. This process 
forms the interface for basic and advanced training, as 
well as personnel deployment planning. To this end, the 
employee master data are available to you immediately 
after the transfer.

Mapped workflow
Involve divisional managers

Job fair
Advertise positions internally 
and externally

Application form
Create application forms indivi-
dually tailored to your needs

Evaluations
See an overview of statistical 
information

Integration
Take over data into your training 
management and human re-
source planning

plano     Applicant     Organisation
The applicant organisation module offers support for all 
your recruitment needs. This system provides an integral 
structure for the recruitment process, from advertising 
the position, collecting applications, communicating candi-
date selection decisions, to the planning and organisation 
of interviews with applicants. Job advertisements can be 
automatically generated based on your company‘s struc-
tural organisation. The advantage: this means that job 
advertisement templates can even be created in Word and 
integrated into the recruitment system.

The module also provides an integrated website through 
which current vacancies can be advertised and your appli-
cants can access an application form. The website can be 
managed and configured through the plano Module directly, 
allowing you to decide exactly which job advertisements 
are advertised and which input fields are available to appli-
cants. The applicant website offers an opportunity to simply 
and securely record applicants, independent of your under-
lying system.

plano modules can be 
effectively combined with:
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The automated reports can be employed with ease to 
document the qualification status of employees, divisions, 
or the whole company.

The advantage: the projected training requirements 
function helps you to find the best times for training 
activities without obstructing operational business. 
This tool takes the availability of employees and trainers,
drawn from human resource planning, into consideration.

Qualifications
Easily manage employee quali-
fications and requirements

Projected Training 
Requirements
Plan trainings and access a 
summary of quality standards

Training Management 
Easily and reliably administer 
training courses

Certificate Creation
Automatically produce certificates

plano      Training        Management
The management of qualifications and organisation of 
training are the two key issues covered by the Training 
Management module. This is where the procedures for 
basic and advanced employee training are planned and 
executed. As well as planning for initial training of employees, 
the targeted management of qualifications can identify 
expiring qualifications in advance - such as when certifi-
cates run out - and thereby determine your employees‘ 
future training requirements.

The loss of qualifications is addressed within this module 
by planning and organising specific training courses.
A freely configurable task sheet is used to administer in-
vitations to courses and the organisation of the courses 
themselves. This significantly simplifies the creation, distri-
bution and management of certificates after courses have 
been passed.

plano modules can be 
effectively combined with:
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SPX ESS is available to your employees as a self-service                 
attendance and absence management system. The tool allows 
them access to their time data around the clock, regardless of 
whether they are working from home, at work, or en route. 
From applying for holidays to switching shifts, requests can 
be made quickly and simply through the system. Extensive, 
constantly available information about the status of requests 
brings transparency and makes queries unnecessary. The 
high degree of responsibility afforded to your employees by 
SPX ESS increases their motivation to work, while SPX ESS 
offers managers a transparent basis for making decisions 
about requests. A straightforward and fast verification system 
and a group calendar view help to avoid bottlenecks in plan-
ning. The self service system dramatically especially reduces 
the pressure on HR department routine tasks. As a result, 
information on remaining holidays and overtime work, the 
distribution of time records, and the copying and paperwork 
related to requests is no longer needed.

SPX ESS gives works councils the basis for efficient                    
information gathering. Legal demand and collective agree-
ments are factored in and systematically verified.

What is the company‘s benefit of SPX ESS?

The answer is as simple as it is advantageous: optimised  
personnel procedures. Workflows are standardised, the 
quality of data is improved, and input errors are reduced.
On the whole, process flows become quicker when they are 
accompanied by improved management systems. As SPX 
ESS is easily integrated into existing operating procedures 
and your IT systems, you benefit from an increase in the 
productivity of your process flows.

Employee satisfaction 
Improve the satisfaction and  
motivation of your employees.

Transparency
Create transparent grounds for 
managerial decisions.

Lighten the load
Take the pressure off routine 
tasks.

Compliance
Observe and review legal require-
ments and collective agreements.

SPX ESS The reliable self-service system 
for your employees.

Client

„For us, the structured and fast progression of the project, together with the 
excellent support, were the areas in which plano. was most convincing.“

Nicole Jann, Deutsche Business Services GmbH

The SPX ESS can be effectively 
combined with:
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In order to plan your personnel deployment more successfully 
and immediately assess activities, SPX ESS allows your staff to 
accurately determine the amount of time they have worked. 
SPX ESS consists of four separate modules, offering different 
but thematically linked functionalities:

- ESS Basis
- ESS Workflow
- ESS Shift Switching
- ESS Activity Log
- ESS Reporting

SPX Dynamic Reporting can be used to make Crystal Report 
evalua-tions available for employees to view in SPX ESS.

Technical Details 

Online application:
Clean HTML and Javascript, no plug-ins

Single Sign-On:
Support for various Single Sign-On mechanisms

Network load balancing:
High availability and scalability

Microsoft Workflow Foundation:
Workflow based application processing

Database server:
The software uses an Oracle or Microsoft SQL 
Server

Bring more transparency to 
your productive time.

SPX ESS is easy to use, intuitive and technically 
accessible, meaning that the cost of training is 
kept to a minimum. As multiple data handling 
is made void by its application, the software 
speeds up administrative procedures.
An additional advantage: the web terminal supports 
paperless application processing in your company.

SPX ESS The reliable self-service system for 
your employees.
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Thanks to the numerous standard reports, you can make 
various evaluations available both for your employees‘ 
information and to provide tangible support in their 
work. To complement processing of own requests (such 
as holidays or compensatory time off), employees in  exe-
cutive positions receive additional functionality providing 
targeted assistance in the approval section or the day 
management.

Staff motivation through 
involvement.

SPX ESS is a modern web terminal for managing     
attendances and absences.

Your employees can use it - independently and 
irrespective of their location - to:

•  view their own shifts

•  propose changes to their shifts

•  record their working times

•  view their working time accounts

•  retrieve their time sheets and other evaluations

•  apply for holidays

The tool for your employees

SPX ESS is the portal for any of your employees involved 
in personnel deployment planning and time recording. 
As well as the capacity to view the roster and their own 
shift accounts, they are also able to take an active role in 
drawing up the roster and switch the shifts allocated to 
them with colleagues after the roster is published. Your 
employees can also record their working times and add 
or change missing and forgotten shifts through SPX ESS in 
parallel to hardware time recording terminals.
Your employees retrospectively document the tasks they 
have carried out through the activity log, and are conse-
quently able to allocate work to cost centres, products 
and projects.

SPX ESS can be effectively 
combined with:
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We‘ve all had to work with unclear plans

In order to accommodate the requirements of our customers 
- in accordance with clear human resource planning - plano. 
has developed a high efficiency interface.
The plano Roster offers a clear view of the long term ab-
sence planning for the year, adjustable to different levels of 
detail. At every one of these levels, the key figures relevant 
to the planning horizon are portrayed. All of the intra-day 
planning functionality is integrated and accessible in one 
interface.
plano. Roster not only benefits from the advantages of the 
high-performance and standardised SP-EXPERT in terms of 
time management - as a planner, you also have access to 
the popular SPX ESS portal for employees.

This can be used to look at your employees‘ requests, sche-
duling arrangements, unpredictable periods and requested 
rhythms, and take these into account when planning. The 
regulatory specifications set by the Working Hours Act and 
company policies are automatically at your disposal.
Various planning scenarios from the plano Optimizer, taking 
account of all your required planning criteria, are clearly 
illustrated. This means that nothing else stands in the way 
of the fast and reliable creation of your roster.
Your advantages: the seamless combination of the different 
systems guarantees a smooth process flow. With the plano 
Roster, mistakes previously arising as a result of working 
with different systems are a thing of the past.

Web-based
You can access the Roster from 
anywhere

Easy to operate
Intuitive planning interface

Integration
Fully integrated in the SP-EXPERT 
system environment, based on 
the SP-EXPERT data model

All-in-one tool
Interface integrates all functions

plano Roster Your peerless personnel 
deployment tool.

Client

„The overall plano. package is coherent and recommendable. The service, 
the customer orientation and the product are all first class!“

Matthias Dörflein, APS

plano Roster can be 
effectively combined with:
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Your personnel deployment planning interface has a new look: 
plano Roster. The plano module for creating rosters can handle 
even complicated planning situations with ease, and any rule 
infringements are immediately flagged up. The group planning 
system supports simultaneous planning and the inclusion of 
numerous employees - a big advantage when organising work 
meetings, training courses and any other employee meetings. 
Optimisation of one or several days can be carried out directly 
from within the plan itself, processing not just one but numerous 
employees at once.
The display of various planning scenarios in one roster is now 
possible without any problems. All approaches are integrated, 
whether you prefer to plan using a shift pattern, working from 
a base week, or using shift communities, and whether you do 
the planning yourself or take advantage of the fully automated 
option.

Technical Details 

Exclusive browser technology:
No plug-ins

Basis:
Based on HTML and Javascript

Technology:
ASP.NET/ASP.MVC

Service-orientated architecture:
Interface via web service

Planning by resources or quantities

However, it is not only classic planning approaches that are 
supported: with the plano Roster, you can design your planning 
so that it is resource-driven or quantity-driven. More specifically: 
planning in a resource-driven fashion means that the resources 
to be occupied or tasks are assigned to an employee.
When planning in a quantity-driven fashion, employees can be 
allocated workloads on a daily basis but without a fixed dead-
line.
The option to freely compose groups or teams (virtual groups) 
offers the ideal requirements for managing branch business or 
work group activity in contact centres.

plano Roster Your peerless personnel 
deployment tool.

Even large employee 
groups are sorted out 
as quick as a flash!

Ti
m

e

Your advantage:
notably lower
planning costs

using
plano
Roster
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The group staffing levels can be applied to shifts (time 
characteristics) as well as requests, and taken into account 
in the planning process. This allows for a smoother process 
flow.

The multilayer feature allows new planning scenarios: two 
or more shifts, including those with a large temporal divide 
in between them, can be planned for the same day. In this 
way it is possible to plan for shifts with long break periods, 
such as early morning and late evening duties with five 
hours in between (split shifts).

However, the plano Roster is capable of even more: as well 
as the effective shift planning, the tool helps you to keep a 
handle on organising training for your staff.
It incorporates planning of training courses, allocation and 
reservation of rooms for your training purposes, and caters 
for the seamless integration of competence development 
in the day to day running of your business.

Planning
Make plans on an exclusive, intra-day basis

Multilayer feature
Plan multiple shifts or shifts taking place at different 
times with ease

Optimisation
Use the keyboard for simplified post-processing and 
plan preparation

Time management
View displays of past, current and future rosters

Every function, one interface

The interfaces used for personnel deployment planning 
have up until now included a separation between shifts 
and employment function. An active database lock for 
the entire workplace plan prevents use of the software by 
more than one user. These weaknesses are removed by 
the plano Roster. Its greatest advantage is that all of the 
functionality is integrated into one interface. The individual 
planning requests and account values of your employees 
are unavailable in current interfaces; however by integrating 
the SPX ESS application system, the process of switching 
between SPX ESS and the planning interface is no longer 
needed. This saves you from having to work with several 
systems, meaning that mistakes which can happen in manual 
data transfer are now passé.

plano Roster can be 
effectively combined with:
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Improve your efficiency

The plano Optimizer lets you significantly improve em-
ployee satisfaction and consequently increase the impact 
your company makes. This is because giving consideration 
to holiday requests, shift preferences and individual requi-
rements puts you in a position to create a fair roster. Over-
time working hours are reduced, and unpopular shifts are 
fairly distributed.
The advantage for you: the plano Optimizer allows you to 
achieve a higher standard of planning by lowering your 
efforts. You save time on planning and the plano Optimizer 
supports you every step of the way. All requests and instances 
of seasonal demand are automatically considered in your 
planning. The plano Optimizer saves you planning time 
and at the same time increases the transparency of your 
work schedules - for yourself, for your employees, and in 
seamlessly running operating processes.

The plano Optimizer works

For APS Airport Personal Service GmbH, the introduction 
of the plano Optimizer went hand in hand with an enormous 
amount of time saved on planning.
Once the software had been implemented in the company, 
the acting head of human resources scheduling, Matthias 
Dörflein, credited plano. with „outstanding cooperation“. 
„Problems were quickly dealt with, and questions and 
wishes were responded to directly. Throughout the whole 
project, we had the feeling of being well looked after“.

Automatic planning 
Quickly and reliably organise 
your human resource planning

Lower costs 
Effectively reduce your planning 
times

Family friendly 
Enhance work and home life 
compatibility

Ergonomic
Look after your employees‘      
biorhythms

Employee satisfaction 
Reduce overtime and take pre-
ferred shifts into consideration.

plano Optimizer Simply achieve more.

Client

„The time spent on planning shifts has been considerably 
reduced - by about 10 hours a week.“

Michael Römer, WAZ Dialog GmbH

plano Optimizer can be 
effectively combined with:
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The plano Optimizer does your thinking for you. It can be relied 
upon to create an optimised plan of action within minutes, even 
for large numbers of employees, while legal and business regulations 
are automatically integrated into the planning.

Take advantage of different planning options - compare different 
roster scenarios in parallel to decide on the best arrangement. 
For example, you can gauge the extent to which a change to the 
specifications can bring improvements in planning quality. For 
this, the easy to operate slide controls are an additional help.
Your demand, employee preferences, and working times are all 
optimally taken into account in the planning.

Technical Details

Minimal hardware requirements:
A 64-bit operating system and 4GB RAM 
are sufficient

Modern procedure:
Benefit from combinations of modern 
simulations and optimization processes

Data transfer:
Uses service-orientated architecture

Individual requirements can be given different weightings and 
corresponding priorities in the planning process. Stand-out         
innovations in the software include planning using shift communities  
and numerous other options for ensuring the best possible re-
conciliation of family friendliness with high productivity.

And the result? The plano Optimizer creates a plan precisely in 
line with your requirements - correct, consistent and efficient.

Simply achieve more.

„The service, the 
customer orientation 

and the product 
are all first class!“

Mathias Dörflein, APS GmbH

plano Optimizer

Im
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+ 50%
with plano Optimizer

Planning success
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An example: planning with shift communities

Fixed shift systems are showing their age and are increa-
singly being replaced by scenarios using shift communities. 
Using these shift communities, the plano Optimizer takes 
away the effort associated with changing the roster and 
allows for intuitive, ergonomic transitions between planning 
periods.  The planning is always orientated towards demand 
and therefore reacts to changing staff numbers and seasonal 
factors as well as is possible. 
Furthermore: the plano Optimizer can also number detailed 
planning and shift work planning among its strengths.

„The SPX Optimizer sets itself apart 
with its user-friendliness and flexibility 

with new requirements.“
Deutsche Business Service GmbH

Demand forecasting
The forecasts use key figures such as turnover, call 
volumes, customer frequency and many more

Long term planning
Automatically plan holidays, training and training 
courses

Short term planning
Quickly substitute absences and plan for third party 
staff

Management
Alter shift times, tasks and breaks.

Always at your side

The plano Optimizer is your reliable, high-performance 
tool for automatic scheduling, supporting you through 
every planning stage. You can use the demand forecasting 
to introduce optimal, long term human resource and work 
planning, fair holiday allowances, an efficient roster, and 
effective, short term management of your work schedule. 
How does this benefit you? At any one moment, you can 
take current demand, employee satisfaction, working 
times, statutory regulations, and the specifications set by 
company policies into consideration in your planning. The 
plano Optimizer will always operate inside the budget set 
by you.

plano Optimizer can be 
effectively combined with:
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We have developed plano Reporting to analyse master and 
planning data. In doing so, we have expanded the previous 
concept of evaluations, individual to each customer, with 
an extensive ad hoc reporting system. plano Reporting can 
be used to evaluate improvements in planning quality and 
time management, and there are various planning data 
displays available for showing planning at detailed, weekly 
and monthly levels. A freely configurable dashboard tops 
off the range of functions.

As a logical advance from former reporting platforms, 
plano Reporting now provides a simple, fast and flexible 
report creation tool that you can access at any time.
 

We have placed great emphasis on user-friendliness. The 
options for further processing are impressive because of 
their simplicity and diversity: you can export all of the      
reports you create in Excel, as a PDF, or to a website.

Best of all: no specialist knowledge of software which 
supports this tool is required to create, print or export 
the reports for further processing. As such, this module 
provides an outstanding range of reports and options for 
your various management levels as well, all  quickly and 
easily generated by the Drag and Drop function.

Up-to-date
Take advantage of ad hoc                                
evaluations 

Security
Comply with the user and access 
concepts

Data protection
Count on the reliable logging  
system

Operating concept
No need for training and no 
technical knowledge necessary - 
create evaluations with the Drag 
and Drop function

plano Reporting
Evaluate planning data, determine key figures, and increase quality.

Client

„I found plano Reporting very convincing and the large gap 
between SPX and reporting is closed with this tool.“

Thomas Usner, Fraport Ground Services Austria GmbH

plano Reporting can be 
effectively combined with:
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plano Reporting redefines reporting systems. You can use 
the software to retrieve up-to-date key figures and produce 
evaluations of planning quality on an ad hoc basis. Access to 
evaluations can be specifically restricted and is extensively  
recorded. At the same time, we place a great deal of emphasis 
on data protection, and the consideration given to user and 
access rights guarantees a high degree of security.

plano Reporting stands out because of its innovative interface 
design. Report templates are simple to create and distribute to 
a set of users. The standardised templates provided are only 
filled with the data that the respective user has access to.

Technical Details 

Hardware compatibility:
Easy to use on any Windows workstation PC 

Installation:
No need to install, easy distribution

Availability:
Fully supported by the data model

Effective support

Thanks to the extensive range of roster displays, your planners 
are given effective support. The advantages: you can choose to 
combine employee master data, salary types and roster data, or 
evaluate them individually. The data are updated directly and 
planning alterations are shown immediately. Rosters are not only 
mapped out in the usual weekly, monthly and annual views, in-
clusive of column values - the practical bar chart is also accessible 
in the daily view.

You can also restrict usage of templates and     
saved reports, which is chiefly useful to the work 
of works councils.

In conclusion: plano Reporting is an excellent 
cost controlling tool for management and works 
councils.

Evaluate planning data, determine key figures, and increase quality.

Determine key figures 
at the touch of a button
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plano Reporting evaluations of planning 
quality are impressive because:

•  they compare staffing from the expected, actual and 
    desirable scenarios with staffing specifications
•  they compare various plans from the planning 
    optimisation module
•  they illustrate demand coverage at the shift work level 
    and in time grids

The dashboard provides you with a graphic display of    
current key figures, giving you access to a straightforward 
comparison of various organisational units. The range of 
functions is rounded off by the Management Report. This 
report summarises all of the evaluations that have been 
produced, in the useful format of one printable document.

Templates and Exporting  
Simplified evaluation

Comparability
Clear evaluation graphics

Assessment
Reliable assessment and comparison of different 
planning scenarios

Demand view
Dependable evaluations of the actual situation 
compared to demand

Key figures
Up-to-date comparisons of various organisational 
units

At the touch of a button, you can produce a summary of 
the qualification status of your employees within a freely 
configurable time frame. Additional displayable elements, 
such as functions, tasks and workplaces, can be added and 
removed as desired. The wage types and wage type groups 
are available to you so that you can assess account balances 
and your bottom line. How does this benefit your company? 
This functionality allows you to receive accurate evidence 
regarding specific key dates or periods, of working hours, 
planned hours, maximum and minimum working hours, 
remaining holiday hours and many more factors.

A graphical display makes reaching a judgement on the 
quality of planning easier for you. Furthermore, demand 
figures are compared with current workforce figures and 
portrayed in diagram form.

plano Reporting can be 
effectively combined with:
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The plano Interface is an interface module from SP-EXPERT‘s 
human resource planning software.
It provides a flexible basis for processing employee remu-
neration documents and wage types before transferring 
them to different systems which handle payroll affairs (such 
as those of SAP HR, DATEV, PAISY, and BMD). Existing atten-
dance and absence times (both all-day and intra-day) can be 
formatted and condensed according to your specifications 
before transferring them to your payroll system.

Advantages and technical benefits:

• Overview of interface runs and their execution status
• Follow-up delivery if data is lost in third-party systems
• No scripting and simple parameterisation
• Seamlessly integrated into the existing SP-Expert 
   infrastructure

Additional benefits:

• Determine accounting periods and the period of time of
      backcalculation
• No manual adjustment of entries necessary due to 
       logging and back calculation
• The sophisticated approval system prevents the transfer 
    of incompletely reviewed data
• Test runs can be performed to ensure that data is 
     transferred correctly
• Freely definable opening and closing records with 
      consistency check
• Personal task planner for setting automated processes

Variable
Determine accounting periods 
and the period of time of back- 
calculation.

Purposeful 
Extensive formatting options allow 
you to feed the data directly into 
the target system.

Security
Only data released by the respon-        
sible parties are included in the 
transfer, passing through the 
sophisticated approval system.

Simulations
A test run of the interface can be 
performed without being logged 
or affecting retrograde calculation.

plano Interface All data reliably transferred.

Cient

„Professional and trustful cooperation, excellent 
consideration of customer requirements“ 

Edward George DeLisle, 1&1

plano Interface can be 
effectively combined with:
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If SP-Expert data changes because of new calculations or 
reassessments, various cancellation procedures can cause 
recently transferred data to be re-exported and automati-
cally corrected in the target system. This obviates the need 
for any manual correction. Furthermore, planning data 
contained in SP-Expert can be transferred to other systems. 
This planning data includes employee attendances and   
absences, intra-day working hours, breaks, and tasks, at 
any desired planning level.

Consistency
Uniform processing and handling 
of all planning data and wage 
type interfaces

Clear presentation
All interface runs and their exe-
cution status can always be seen 
in one summary view

Security
Follow-up delivery of unique data 
if it is lost in third-party systems

No scripting
Simple parameterisation possible 
for adaptions by end and key users

The welcome page for the plano Interface displays a summary 
of the configured interfaces as well as their execution records. 
This is where the various configured interfaces are added 
and managed. In addition to the option to release data, 
test runs, live runs and proofing runs can be carried out 
from here.
The interface allows to format employee remuneration   
documents and other wage types calculated in SP-Expert 
in the desired fashion before they are exported to be trans- 
ferred to a separate system. 

When the internally calculated wage types are exported, 
they are assigned to external identifiers by means of so-  
called conversion tables, so that there is no need for addi-
tional mapping outside the application itself. The interface 
can therefore be run with logging and back calculation of 
data sets which have already been transferred.

plano Interface All data reliably transferred.

plano Interface can be 
effectively combined with:
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The plano crmailer is a tool for sending and archiving data 
prepared by Crystal Report.

The plano crmailer effectively automates the workflows 
important to you:

•   Use reports to process data from different sources
•   Archive evaluation results in various file formats
•   Forward the results of reports or any other data 
     by e-mail
•   Implement text interfaces

The plano crmailer allows for important evaluations to 
be distributed to all staff members, while management          
reports can be made available on a daily basis. In this way, 
the success of moves implemented in personnel logistics 
can be measured against real results immediately.

Clarity and precise overall reports and statistics help your 
company to reach tactical and strategic goals and make  
adjustments with greater success.

Automated
Benefit from effectively automated 
workflows

Up-to-date
View daily and up-to-date 
evalua-tions

Quantifiable
See factual, quantifiable reports 
on the measures you implement 
in personnel logistics

Clear presentation
Accurate overall reports and   
statistics help you steer your 
company towards tactical and 
strategic goals

plano crmailer Effective reporting assistant.

Client

„There is huge interest in data from SPX because they are of excellent 
quality and far superior to those from before its introduction.“

Annette Becker, Universitätsklinikum Düsseldorf

plano crmailer can be 
effectively combined with:
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The plano crmailer is most effective at displaying       
interface formats in Crystal report and when auto-
matically supplied with data.

Economical
Receive optimal support for a  
paperless office

Variable
Convert into other formats, hassle 
free

Publishable
Publish data on your own web 
page on a daily basis

Secure
Permanently archive all important 
data and evaluations

The plano crmailer is the optimal tool for automating     
process flows. Evaluations which are carried out manually 
or on a regular basis can be automated. The resulting data 
are made available to the relevant or responsible parties 
by e-mail - in a whole variety of formats (.pdf, .xls, .doc) - in 
an easy and straightforward manner.
At the same time, data can be automatically updated on 
a website without requiring any time-consuming editing.
 

Reports geared towards staff, such as monthly time sheets, 
can be sent to them without further hassle, while human 
resource departments are able to deposit data relevant to 
staff in their electronic personnel files.
However, the plano crmailer not only serves for the            
creation of temporary files, but also makes the archiving 
of permanent data possible and secure.

plano crmailer Effective reporting assistant.

plano crmailer can be 
effectively combined with:
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With myplano, the Employee Self Service can be used 
with all its benefits as a portable device. All employees 
receive the  entire range of functions of ESS on their mobile 
devices, which include:

•  Time registration (coming and going bookings)
•  View of the employee data
•  Applications, view and process
•  Access to current account balances
•  View of yearly, monthly or daily roster
•  Find exchange partners for shift  swap
•  View of group calendar
•  real-time activity registration

Mobile leisure planning – with myplano

Take charge of your leisure time by innovative, fast and 

simple planning with myplano. With myplano as the mo-

bile solution of ESS, vacation and flexday requests can not 
only be handled on the move, but alternative shift repla-
cement solutions can also be found. Once published, all 

the added shift schedules are available and any forgotten 
bookings or activities can be added again easily.
The advanteges of myplano are not limited to your em-
ployees with access to the wmployee portal. It can be 
used by everyone working in your organization to plan 
and manage their project times. This will help your em-
ployees and freelancers to work at ease.

Varied
Available with all mobile 
devices.

Simple
No additional installation  
necessary.

Fast
Ready to use without training.

Safe
Encrypted connection.

myplano    Mobility

myplano

Time Registration
Coming and going bookings

Shift Schedule
View of shift schedules

Activity Registration
Real-time activity registration

Informations
Access to current account balances 
and view of employee data

Vacation + Wishes
Applications and �nding exchange 
partners for shift swaps
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We are all familiar with this problem: For a long time wor-
king with software runs smoothly but suddenly an unexpec-
ted error is reported. Now fast help by experts usually sitting 
in support departments is needed. For solving the problem 
they need detailed descriptions - a very time consuming 
process for both sides.

With the plano Service-Line processing requests is a whole 
lot simpler for support agents. Only one click is needed to 
log in into the corresponding employee portal and to solve 
the problem hereby directly.

By the following basic functionalities of the plano Ser-
vice-Line, inquiries about SPX ESS can be comprehend 
correctly:

• Home screen of the employee is displayed correctly
• Entries can be tracked
• Application status can be displayed
• Evaluations can be called up
• Support for activity registrations
• Profile data can be compared and corrected
• Approval structur for applications is visible

Time-saving
Quicker ticket processing and 
support to queries.

Efficient
Transitional delays? - Not any-
more.

Professional
Prompt and precise support so-
lutions.

Clear
Shorter lines of communication 
by qualified support system.

plano Service-LineSuccessful Support

Employee

„Due to the plano Service-Line-Module our Help-Center may answer 
inquiries in at least half of the previous time.“ 

Support, Banking

plano Service-Line can be 
effectively combined with:

Absences

Time recording

Activities

Profile data

request

Reporting
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Bundle the challenges of support professionals at a central 
position. Due to the fast and efficient processing of first level 
support requests you avoid service queues among others and 
have fewer expenses in second level support. This will save 
huge costs.

Economical
No configuration effort nee-
ded.

Variable
Runs parallel to the existing sys-
tem environment.

Effortless
No set-up and modeling effort 
in SP-EXPERT necessary.

Simple
Easy to install.

plano
Serviceline

Time recording
Auditabil ity of entries

Reporting
Inspect the reporting Profile data

Comparison and 
correction

Task recording
Help for task capture

State offer
Inspect the correction statement, 

holiday request

If there are any problems in the daily contact with SP-Ex-
pert, employees need the quick help of professionals.

With the plano Service-Line you are able to back your sup-
port team in dealing with SP-EXPERT in a professional and 
purposeful way. Corresponding professionals have direct 
insights into all support requests together with full access 
to all relevant employee data.

Thus the support team can help every employee with his 
or her problems within seconds - just as an expert being in 
attendence. 

With the plano Service-Line a professional support struc-
ture can be established with only minimal effort as well as 
valuable time can be saved.

plano Service-Line Succesful Support

plano Service-Line can be 
effectively combined with:
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